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Since the end of the Second World War, the world economy has not faced a more serious
crisis than the COVID-19 induced recession. Most countries in the world have imported the
virus and are now beginning to deal with the societal and economic effects.
This Special Issue of New Zealand Economic Papers will be devoted to the economic
implications for New Zealand and the Pacific.
We will accept two types of submissions:
1. Research Notes (2,000-3,000 words, up to 4 display items, and up to 30 references)
2. Policy Papers (1,000-2,000 words, up to 2 display items, and up to 15 references)
Research Notes are based upon a swift analyses of preliminary data or the simulation of a
theoretical model. All submissions should be based on primary or secondary data (for
theoretical submissions this applies to the calibration/parameterization) and be related to
the existing literature.
Policy Papers should highlight issues of public interest and inform policy makers. They can
be provocative expert pieces evaluating the policy response to COVID-19 or suggesting policy
changes. They should also set the policy agenda for the future.
We do welcome submissions on a wide range of economic topics and especially invite
submissions from interdisciplinary teams (national and international ones).
In order to facilitate a timely publication, we change the traditional review process used by
NZEP. Research notes will be sent out for external review, while Policy Papers will be
reviewed by the Guest Editors. Decisions for research notes can be: accept, reject, or minor
revision (mostly about verbal explanations or minor changes to the model/estimations).
Policy Papers will either be accepted (bar minor editorial changes) or rejected. Major
revisions will be rejected, but might be included in a subsequent regular issue.
We aim for a fast turnaround and intend to provide decisions on research notes within two
months of the date of submission. For Policy Papers, we will provide a decision within one
month. Accepted papers will be published online (in early view) quickly thereafter.
Submission: Via the online portal at https://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/rnzp
Submission Deadline: August 30, 2020.
Tentative (Print) Publication Date: End of 2020 or early 2021

